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FINAL ORDER 

1. This is a proceeding initiated on an application filed u/s-125 of The  Code of Criminal 

Procedure by one Moyful Begum (hereinafter referred to as 'petitioner') claiming 

maintenance from her husband Momin Chand (hereinafter referred to as 'OP'). 

 

2. The case of the petitioner in a nutshell is that the petitioner is the second wife of 

the OP and their marriage was solemnized on 17.10.2012 as per Muslim Shariat. 

At the time of marriage the father and other relatives of the petitioner has given 

ornaments, household articles and a cash amount of Rs 10,000/- to the OP. But 

after living together for about six months the OP started to torture the petitioner 

demanding dowry of ₹ 20,000/. For the sake of conjugal life the petitioner bear all 

the tortures and out of the wedlock two female child namely Mehbuba Khatun and 

Maria Sultana were born. On 04.05.2017 the OP tortured the petitioner brutally for 

non-fulfillment of his dowry demands and ousted her and the minor daughters from 

house by taking her ornaments forcefully. The petitioner stated that since then she 



and her minor daughters took shelter in her parental house and as she has no 

income of her own the OP has not provided any maintenance to them although 

having income of ₹ 30,000/- per month. Considering the above, the petitioner has 

claimed an amount of ₹ 5,000/- per month as maintenance for herself and ₹ 3,000/- 

per month each for the minor daughters from the OP.  

 

3. Notice was issued to the OP to show cause as to why the prayers of the petitioner 

should not be granted. On 12.09.2017 the notice issued to the OP returned after 

properly served but the OP did not appear in the court for which the case was 

proceeded ex-parte against the OP. 

 

4. The petitioner adduced her evidence in support of her case ex parte. The petitioner 

Moyful Begum examined herself as PW-1. 

 

5. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: Upon perusal of the petition as well as the 

evidences adduced by the petitioner, I have found the following points to be 

determined:  

I) Whether the Opposite Party refused or neglected to maintain his wife i.e 

the petitioner and the minor daughters?  

II) Whether the petitioner is unable to maintain herself and the minor 

daughters?  

III) Whether the opposite party has sufficient means to give maintenance to the 

petitioner? 

IV) Whether the petitioner refused to live with the opposite party i.e her 

husband without any sufficient reason?   

V) Whether the petitioner is entitled to get maintenance u/s 125 CrPC? 

 

6. APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:  To 

determine the above mentioned points, the Court has at its disposal one (1) PW. 

Let me now scan through the depositions to determine the above-mentioned points 

one by one by discussing the relevant evidence on record. 

 

POINT NO. I, II, III and IV 

7. As these points are inter related hence taken together for discussion. The germane 

evidence to determine the point in hand is as follows. The PW1, the petitioner in 



her deposition stated that she entered intro marriage before 7 years according to 

Muslim Shariat and at the time of marriage the OP was given various household 

articles and cash amount of ₹ 10,000/- by her parents. For a year they lived 

peacefully and out of the wedlock she gave birth to two child namely Mehbuba 

Khatun and Maria Sultana. But after one year of marriage the OP started demanding 

₹ 20,000/- from her parents as dowry and for non-fulfillment of such demand the 

OP tortured her and before one year ousted her and her minor daughters from his 

house. The petitioner also deposed that since then she along with her minor 

children have been living in her parent’s house. The OP neither visited nor provided 

them any maintenance since the day of living separately. It is further stated by the 

petitioner that the she has no income and the OP is a machine boat driver having 

5-6 bighas of landed properties from which he earns about ₹ 30,000/- per month.   

As the case proceeded ex parte hence there is nothing on record to assail the 

evidence led by the petitioner. All these facts and circumstances would show that 

the opposite party refused and neglected to maintain his wife. The petitioner does 

not have any source of income whereas the OP earns about ₹ 30,000/- per month 

Moreover, from the attending facts and circumstances as adumbrated above, it can 

be held that the petitioner’s leaving of the society of her husband (i.e opposite 

party) was not without reason rather she was thrown out of her matrimonial house 

by the OP. Hence, the bar u/s 125 (4) Cr.P.C is not attracted in the case in hand. 

Considering the above discussion it can be said that the above point nos. I, II III 

and IV are decided in favour of the petitioner. 

 

POINT NO. V 

8. Having decided all the above points, the Court has to see as to whether or not the 

petitioner is entitled to get maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. The object of the 

maintenance proceedings is to prevent vagrancy by compelling those who can 

provide support to those who are unable to support themselves and who have a 

moral claim to support but this has a rider in view of Section 125(4) Cr.P.C which 

inter alia provides that “no wife shall be entitled to receive an allowance from her 

husband under this section if, without any sufficient reason, she refuses to live with 

her husband”. But in this case, it is seen that the petitioner didn’t leave the society 

of her husband without sufficient reason rather she was thrown out by her husband 

from his house. So, in view of decision made in the foregoing adumbration, it is 

held that the petitioner Smt. Moyful Begum and her minor daughters namely 



Mehbuba Khatun and Maria Sultana are entitled to get maintenance from the OP 

Sri Momin Chand.  

 

9. Now the pertinent question to be decided is regarding the quantum of 

maintenance to which the petitioner is entitled to. From the above discussion of 

evidence, it is seen that PW-1 stated that her husband is a machine boat driver 

and also have landed properties and earns about ₹ 30,000/- per month. Further 

the opposite party is apparently an able-bodied person having good health in as 

much as nothing contrary is shown to that effect. An able bodied person has the 

capacity to earn. Having regard to the facts and circumstances of the case as 

appreciated above and the means and ability of the opposite party and 

requirement of the petitioner and the child along with the value of money now a 

days, I am of the considered view that an amount of ₹ 2,000/- per month for the 

petitioner and ₹1,000/- per month each for the two minor daughters would be a 

reasonable amount for their maintenance. 

 

ORDER 

10. Having regard to the decisions reached in the foregoing points and in view of the 

facts and circumstances of the case, it can be said that the petitioner has 

succeeded in proving her case and the OP is to pay an amount of ₹ 2,000/- per 

month to the petitioner Smt Moyful Begum and ₹ 1,000/- per month each for the 

minors namely Mehbuba Khatun and Maria Sultana towards their maintenance till 

further order. The order of maintenance is effective from the date of this order. 

 

11. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 26th day of March, 2018. 

 

 

(T. K. Bhattacharyya) 

Dictated and corrected by me                                          Judicial Magistrate 1st Class, 

Hatsingimari 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

1.   PETITIONER’S WITNESSES-  

I) PW-1                : Smt Moyful Begum  

 

2.   PETITIONER'S  EXHIBITS-     

NIL 

3.    OP’S WITNESSES-  

NIL 

4.    OP'S EXHIBITS-                

     NIL 

                                                

                                                        

                                                

(T. K. Bhattacharyya) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class, 

Hatsingimari 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


